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Rose Lucas is a Melbourne poet, writer and academic and currently teaches poetry and editing at Victoria 
University, Melbourne. She is the co-author of Bridgings: Readings in Australian Women’s Poetry (Oxford 
University Press, 1996).

Lucas previously taught in the English department at Monash University for twenty years, and is widely 
published in the scholarly areas of women’s poetry, feminism, psychoanalysis and literary theory, and 
cinema studies. She is also currently Chair of the Western Australian Premier’s Book Awards. Her poems 
have appeared in Heat, Meanjin, Hecate, Best Australian Poems 2007 and 2009, and she was shortlisted for 
the ABR Poetry Prize in 2009. Even in the Dark is her first collection of poetry.
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In this, her first poetry collection, Rose Lucas distills years of writing into an impressive debut. 

Even in the Dark contains delicate poems of the lives of women and the exquisite beauty contained in the 
act of observation.

Evoking luminescent images, Lucas explores nature and beauty, love and travel, in poems set at home and 
further afield. 

The entire lifespan is present here: in vitro to last hours; bodies that develop and then age, captured in 
whisps of lovely images that can contain danger and risk.

‘These poems are eloquent, graceful and meticulously candid. Their subjects are often local — but Rose 
Lucas’s major concern is the universal, how life’s balance sheet of wins and losses plays out over changes 
in time and place. Her control of line patterns, the vigour and clarity of her perceptions, her poise and light-
footed music pervade the book in moving ways. There is a questing, vulnerable sensuousness here, yet the 

overall spirit of her poetry is reverence and joy.’ — Judith Beveridge

UWA Publishing’s poetry list continues to advance the cause of keeping important Australian voices in print 
as well as new work from contemporary poets, such as Rose Lucas.
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Sample poem

‘Even in the Dark’

the leaves are still

falling – it’s a steady smattering now –  
dark on dark they

drop through moony shadows 
and into crisp, earth-smelling banks:

[meanwhile, we sleep, 
turning like planets in the strangeness of

deep dreaming] – 
still, the leaves carpet field, roads

and the quiet floor of the woods; 
they fill the lengthening night,

whispering of things fallen 
and falling, of what sighs

and subsides, of what bides its time, 
breathing slow into the long cold of winter,

all in calm readiness for the onset 
of small things –

say, a chink of pale light, 
the shift and slip of change.
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